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About the Documentation

IN THIS SECTION

Documentation and Release Notes | viii

Documentation Conventions | viii

Documentation Feedback | xi

Requesting Technical Support | xi

Use this guide to understand whether to upgrade, plan training for the users that they support, and to
become aware of new capabilities.

Documentation and Release Notes

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page ix defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Indicates helpful information.Tip

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.Best practice

Table 2 on page ix defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide

• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

Italic text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

Configure the machine’s domain
name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for
which you substitute a value) in
commands or configuration
statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include
the stub statement at the [edit
protocols ospf area area-id]
hierarchy level.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configuration hierarchy
levels; or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metric metric>;Encloses optional keywords or
variables.

< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.
The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS
only

Indicates a comment specified on the
same line as the configuration
statement to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community name members [
community-ids ]

Encloses a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identifies a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents graphical user interface
(GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of
menu selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)

Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:

• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.

• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.

• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTACUser
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.

• Productwarranties—For productwarranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/

• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC

You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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What’s New in JSA 7.4.0

JSA 7.4.0 family of products includes enhancements to performance, workflow, security, and user
experience.

JSA

JSA 7.4.0 includes enhancements to performance, security, workflow enhancements, and flow
improvements.

Performance Optimization

The performance improvements in JSA 7.4.0 include enhanced parsing support for name value pairs and
generic list events, the ability to remove reference data when you uninstall a content extension, a faster
way to export content from the DSM Editor, and updates to flow records.

Enhanced Parsing Support for XML Events in the DSM Editor

In the DSM Editor, you can now easily parse both standard and custom properties from events in the XML
format without writing regular expressions (regex).When you enable Property autodiscovery for log source
types that consume XML events, all available fields are parsed as custom properties. With these new
capabilities, administrators and users who have permission to create custom properties, can quickly and
easily parse these events.

Use theDSMEditor to create a custom log source type to handle XML events in JSA. Add custom properties
to help parse an existing log source type. Use simple XML expressions instead of regex to define how to
parse custom properties. The DSM Editor automatically provides expressions for system properties based
on their predefined keys in the XML specification.

Turn on XML property autodiscovery to discover custom properties for all XML fields in any events that
are received for the log source type. You can also use XML expressions in the Custom Event Property
Editor and when you manually create log source extensions.

The following figure shows where you parse XML events in the DSM Editor.
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Figure 1: XML Structured Data Type

To learn more about enhanced parsing support for XML events, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

DSM Parameter support in the DSM Editor

In JSA 7.4.0, if your log source type has DSM parameters, you can use the DSM Editor to configure the
DSM parameters. Enable the Display DSM Parameters Configuration option to view and edit the DSM
parameters.

The following figure shows configuring DSM parameters in the DSM Editor:
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Figure 2: DSM Parameters Configuration

To learn more about configuring DSM parameters in the DSM Editor, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.
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Additional Standard Fields for Events

View additional details about your events. These details provide increased visibility into how events are
internally processed by JSA.

To learn more about event details, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

Security Enhancements

Stronger security capabilities in JSA 7.4.0 include modifying the inactivity timeout for user accounts.

More secure operating system

JSA 7.4.0 runs on Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 7.6. The update to RHEL V7.6 is necessary to continue
receiving security updates from Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

Reverse tunnel initiation

The SSH tunnel between two managed hosts can now be initiated from the remote host instead of the
local host. For example, you have a connection from an Event Processor in a secure environment to an
Event Collector that is outside of the secure environment. You also have a firewall rule that prevents you
from having a host outside the secure environment connect to a host in the secure environment. In JSA
7.4.0, you can switch which host creates the tunnel so that the connection is established from the Event
Processor by selecting the Remote Tunnel Initiation checkbox for the Event Collector.

To learn more about enhanced parsing support for XML events, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Secure email server

Send email to distribute alerts, reports, notifications, and event messages to mail servers that require
authentication.

You can configure an email server for your entire JSA deployment, or multiple email servers.

To learn more about configuring Secure email server, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Workflow enhancements in JSA

Improvements toworkflow in JSA for 7.4.0 include three apps previously only available on the IBMSecurity
App Exchange.

Apps installed by default
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In JSA V7.4.0, the QRadar Assistant app, the JSA Pulse app, and the JSA Log Source Management app are
installed by default.

Use the QRadar Assistant app to manage your app and content extension inventory, view app and content
extension recommendations, follow the JSA Twitter feed, and get links to other information.

JSA Pulse is a dashboard app that you can use to communicate insights and analysis about your network.
Take the pulse of your SOC with dynamic real-time dashboards that provide meaningful insights into your
security posture and threat landscape. Visualize offenses, network data, threats, malicious user behavior,
and cloud environments from around the world in geographical maps, a built-in 3D threat globe, and auto
updating charts. Import and export dashboards to share with colleagues. See offenses unfold near real
time and track your security threats from around the globe.

The JSA Log SourceManagement app provides an easy-to-useworkflow that helps you quickly find, create,
edit, and delete log sources. Use the simplifiedworkflow to change parameters for a number of log sources
at the same time. To configure log sources in 7.4.0, you must use the JSA Log Source Management app.

Flow Improvements

JSA 7.4.0 gives you more control over flow timestamps.

Improved flow timestamp handling

Two new configuration settings provide more control over the way that flow timestamps are handled
whenNetflowV9 begins sending recordswith overflowed systemuptime values. The new settings eliminate
the need to reset the first and last switched times.

The new configuration options and the default values are shown here:

• NORMALISE_OVERFLOWED_UPTIMES=YES

• UPTIME_OVERFLOW_THRESHOLD_MSEC=86400000

The timestamps are corrected when the system uptime value is less than the first and last switched packet
times by more than the value that is specified in the UPTIME_OVERFLOW_THRESHOLD_MSEC
configuration. The timestamps are corrected based on the assumption that the system uptime wrapped
around the maximum 32-bit value.

To learn more about managing flow timestamps, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

What's changed or removed

JSA 7.4.0 includes enhancements to existing features and updated browser conformance specifications.
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Clicking Log Sources icon opens JSA Log Source Management app

When you click the Log Sources icon in the Admin menu, the JSA Log Source Management app opens,
which is the new method for configuring log sources in 7.4.0.

Asset Profiler Configuration changes

In JSA 7.4.0, the QVM Configuration and Manage Identity Exclusion sections of the Asset Profiler
Configuration now have their own icons in the Admin menu.

Browser conformance change

The Microsoft Internet Explorer web browser is no longer supported as of JSA 7.4.0.

Global System Notifications configuration

Global System Notifications are now local, making them host specific and more useful. As a result, the
thresholds are now set automatically by JSA and the Global System Notification section of the Admin tab
was removed.

JSA Vulnerability Manager and JSA Risk Manager

JSAVulnerabilityManager 7.4.0 introduces a new search parameter to identify controversial vulnerabilities,
and enhancements to vulnerability exceptions. JSA Risk Manager 7.4.0 introduces improved support for
JUNOS OS Network Address Translation.

Controversial Vulnerabilities Search Parameters

JSA Vulnerability Manager 7.4.0 includes new search parameters that leverage vulnerability data that is
retrieved from multiple scanners. The Found by Scanner and Not Found by Scanner parameters provide
the following benefits:

• Reduce data set redundancy through the removal of duplicate vulnerabilities.

• Improve quality of results by reducing potential false positives

• Compare vulnerabilities discovered by multiple scanners to improve scanning techniques and identify
shortcomings.
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Enhancement to Vulnerability Exceptions

JSA Vulnerability Manager 7.4.0 removes a limitation that allowed users to create exceptions for only one
vulnerability instance in an exception rule. You can now create rules that include exceptions for multiple
vulnerabilities.

For more information about these adapters, see the Supported adapters section of the Juniper Secure
Analytics Vulnerability Manager User Guide.

JSA Risk Manager support for JUNOS OS Network Address Translation
(NAT)

JSA RiskManager 7.4.0 introduces improved support for Network Address Translation (NAT) functionality
in JUNOS OS devices to cater to service-sets. NAT provides increased security for your JSA deployment
because requests aremanaged through the conversion process and internal IP addresses are hidden. Unlike
other devices that perform NAT, JUNOS OS NAT functions use expansion cards to perform the NAT
process.

For more information about the JUNOS OS adapter, see the Supported adapters section of the Juniper
Secure Analytics Risk Manager Adapter Configuration Guide.
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What’s New in JSA 7.3.3

JSA 7.3.3 family of products includes enhancements to performance, workflow, security, and user
experience.

JSA

JSA 7.3.3 includes enhancements to performance and user experience.

Performance Optimization

The performance improvements in JSA 7.3.3 include enhanced parsing support for name value pairs and
generic list events, the ability to remove reference data when you uninstall a content extension, a faster
way to export content from the DSM Editor, and updates to flow records.

• Enhanced Parsing Support for Name Value Pair Events in the DSM Editor on page 22

• Enhanced Parsing Support for Generic List Events on page 23

• Removing Reference Data when you Uninstall a Content Extension on page 24

• Export Content Faster in the DSM Editor on page 24

Enhanced Parsing Support for Name Value Pair Events in the DSM Editor

In theDSMEditor, you can now easily parse both standard and customproperties from events in theName
Value Pair format without writing regular expressions (regex). When you enable Property autodiscovery
for log source types that consume Name Value Pair events, all available fields are parsed as custom
properties. With these new capabilities, administrators and users who have permission to create custom
properties, can quickly and easily parse these events.

Use the DSM Editor to create a custom log source type to handle Name Value Pair events in JSA. Add
custom properties to help parse an existing log source type. Use simple Name Value Pair expressions
instead of regex to define how to parse custom properties. The DSM Editor automatically provides
expressions for system properties based on their predefined keys in the Name Value Pair specification.

Turn on Name Value Pair property autodiscovery to discover custom properties for all Name Value Pair
fields in any events that are received for the log source type. You can also useNameValue Pair expressions
in the Custom Event Property Editor and when you manually create log source extensions.
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The following figure shows where you parse Name Value Pair events in the DSM Editor.

Figure 3: Name Value Pair Structured Data Type

To learnmore about enhanced parsing support for NameValue Pair events, see the Juniper SecureAnalytics
Administration Guide.

Enhanced Parsing Support for Generic List Events

In the DSM Editor, you can now easily parse both standard and custom properties from events in the
Generic List format without writing regular expressions (regex). When you enable Property autodiscovery
for log source types that consume Generic List events, all available fields are parsed as custom properties.
With these new capabilities, administrators and users who have permission to create custom properties,
can quickly and easily parse these events. With these new capabilities, administrators and users who have
permission to create custom properties, can quickly and easily parse these events.

Use the DSM Editor to create a custom log source type to handle Generic List events in JSA. You can also
add custom properties to help parse an existing log source type in the DSM Editor. Use simple Generic
List expressions instead of regex to define how to parse custom properties. The DSM Editor automatically
provides expressions for system properties based on their predefined keys in the Generic List specification.

Turn on Generic List property autodiscovery to discover custom properties for all Generic List fields in
any events that are received for the log source type. You can also use Generic List expressions in the
Custom Event Property Editor and when you manually create log source extensions.
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The following figure shows where you parse Generic List events in the DSM Editor.

Figure 4: Generic List Structured Data Type

To learn more about enhanced parsing support for Generic List events, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Removing Reference Data when you Uninstall a Content Extension

When you uninstall a content extension in JSA 7.3.3, any reference data that was installed by the content
extension is removed or reverted to its previous state. Now when you uninstall a content extension, the
reference data is removed, which frees disk space on your system.

Previously, JSA removed applications, rules, custom properties, and saved searches, but did not remove
the reference data, which might impact performance.

To learn more about enhanced parsing support for LEEF and CEF events, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Export Content Faster in the DSM Editor

JSA 7.3.3makes it faster to export your custom content in the DSMEditor. Use the Export button to easily
export your content from one JSA deployment to another, or to external media. Previously, you could
export custom content only by using a content management tool script.
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The following figure shows where you export content in the DSM Editor.

Figure 5: Exporting Content from the DSM Editor

To learnmore about exporting content from the DSMEditor, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration
Guide.

Security Enhancements

Stronger security capabilities in JSA 7.3.3 include modifying the inactivity timeout for user accounts.

Inactivity timeout for user accounts

As an administrator, if you have users who require longer periods of inactivity before they are logged out
of the system, you can configure their inactivity timeout threshold individually. The default is 30 minutes.
For example, a security analyst might need constant access to visual information, such as that available
on the dashboard.When you create a user account that always displays a dashboard, set this user's inactivity
timeout to 0.

Previously, you configured an inactivity timeout threshold on a global basis, and uniformly applied it to all
system users.
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The following figure shows where the Override System Inactivity Timeout is enabled and set on the User
Details pane.

Figure 6: Override System Inactivity Timeout

To learn more about configuring inactivity timeout for user accounts, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User
Guide and Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Flow Improvements

JSA 7.3.3 provides more data to help you analyze network activity in your environment.

Flow aggregation count
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A new Flow Aggregation Count field shows the total number of input flow records that were aggregated
to create that single flow record.

For most external flow records, such as IPFIX, NetFlow, or J-Flow, the counter is incremented for every
data record that contributes to a particular flow.

For internal flow sources, such as sFlow or raw packets that are received from a Technocrat monitoring
card or NIC, the counter is incremented for every packet that contributes to a particular flow.

The new field appears on the Flow Informationwindow, and it is populated for all flows that are received
after you upgrade to JSA 7.3.3. You can use it in filters, searches, and rules.

To learn more about offense reports, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

VXLAN flow information now available

VXLAN information that is present in raw packets that are sent to Flow Processor (through Azure vTap,
Technocrat monitoring card, or NIC) is extracted and added to JSA flow records.

The VXLANNetwork Identifier (VNI) is extracted in accordancewith RFC 7348 (https://tools.ietf.org/html/
rfc7348). The VNI is then used as part of the unique identifier for all VXLAN-aware traffic, ensuring that
flows on different VXLAN network segments are not aggregated together.

Flow Processor must be configured to look for VXLAN traffic on the correct ports. By default, Flow
Processor listens for VXLAN traffic on UDP port 4789, in accordancewith RFC 7348. Listening for VXLAN
traffic can also be turned off.

When VXLAN traffic is identified, the VNI appears in the VXLAN Network Identifier field on the Flow
Information window. You can use the field for filtering, searching, and rule definition.

To learn more about searching flow data, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

Improvements to the Flow ID

Now, you can use the Flow ID field in filters and searches to quickly identify all of the flow records in a
particular session.

In earlier versions of JSA, the Flow ID field was populated for IPFIX records that specified flow ID. In JSA
7.3.3 the Flow ID field is populated with the same identifier for all flow records that are part of the same
session.

For each session, the Flow ID is based on the unique identifier for the flow and the time that Flow Processor
determines that the session began. For all subsequent interval-by-interval flow updates, the Flow ID
remains the same until the session completes. For example, a session might be complete when no new
traffic is seen in a 60-second interval.

For IPFIX records, the flow ID value that was previously shown in the Flow ID field now appears in a new
Vendor Flow ID field. The flow ID is still used as part of the flow's unique identifier so that only flow
records with the same flow ID value are aggregated together.
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The new Vendor Flow ID field appears on the Flow Details window and can be used in filters, searches,
and rules.

To learn more about searching flow data, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

JSA Risk Manager

JSA Risk Manager 7.3.3 IPv6 support for F5 Big-IP and Juniper Networks JUNOS OS adapters.

IPv6 Support for F5 Big-IP and Juniper Networks JUNOS OS Adapters

There aremany benefits to using IPv6 on your network. The integrated Internet Control Message Protocol
(IPSec) in IPv6 provides greater security, authentication, and data integrity.

IPv6 saves network bandwidth by using multicast to send large packet flows to multiple destinations
simultaneously.

IPv6 exponentially increases your IP address capacity. The simplified packet headers that are used by IPv6
provide more efficient packet processing. IPv6 also uses smaller routing tables to make routing more
efficient.

Built-in automatic IP address configuration allows hosts to generate their own unique IP addresses. This
capability eliminates the need for a DHCP server to assign unique addresses to each device on the network.

For more information about these adapters, see the Supported adapters section of the Juniper Secure
Analytics Risk manager Adapter Configuration Guide..
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What’s New in JSA 7.3.2

JSA 7.3.2 family of products includes enhancements to performance, workflow, security, and user
experience.

JSA

JSA 7.3.2 includes enhancements to performance, workflow, security, and user experience.

Performance Optimization

The performance improvements in JSA 7.3.2 include increased speed when you load assets, enhanced
event parsing, and added report customization options.

Asset information loads faster

Your assets on the Assets tab is designed to load faster than in previous versions, which makes the
monitoring process faster and saves you time.

To learn more about the Assets tab, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

CSV file format added for exporting reports

JSA 7.3.2 provides a CSV file format for reports that use single table templates.

To learn more about reports, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

Enhanced parsing support for CEF and LEEF events

In the DSM Editor, you can now easily parse both standard and custom properties from events in CEF and
LEEF format without writing regular expressions (regex). When you enable Property autodiscovery for
log source types that consume CEF and LEEF events, all available fields are parsed as custom properties.

Many products can generate events in CEF and LEEF format. With these new capabilities, both
administrators and users, who have permission to create custom properties, can quickly and easily parse
these events.
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You can use the DSM Editor to create a custom log source type to handle CEF and LEEF events in JSA.
You can also add custom properties to help with the parsing of an existing log source type in the DSM
Editor. Use simple CEF or LEEF expressions to define any property parsing instead of regex. The DSM
Editor automatically provides expressions for system properties based on their predefined keys in the CEF
or LEEF specification.

Turn on CEF or LEEF property autodiscovery, which discovers custom properties for all CEF and LEEF
fields in any events that are received for the log source type. You can also use CEF and LEEF expressions
in the Custom Event Property Editor and when you manually create log source extensions.

To learn more about enhanced parsing support for LEEF and CEF events, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Improved currency of searches, filters, and rules

In JSA 7.3.2, you can reduce the lag time of expired reference data to as little as 1 minute to improve the
currency of JSA searches, filters, and rules.

There’s a brief time lag before expired reference data is removed from the reference set. During the lag
time, expired reference data is still seen by JSA searches, filters, and rule test conditions. By default, expired
reference data remains for up to 5 minutes.

To learn more about configuring system settings, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

More detailed visualization of rule performance

Rule performance visualization extends the current logging around performance degradation and the
expensive custom rules in the JSA pipeline. In previous releases, it was cumbersome to identify rules that
performed in a suboptimal way.With rule performance visualization in JSA 7.3.2, you can easily determine
the efficiency of rules in the JSA pipeline directly from the Rules page.

When events or flows are routed to storage, JSA begins collecting metrics-enabled rules to track for
efficiency. Metrics are collected on all event, common, and flow rules. When you save rule updates, the
metrics are cleared to avoid any confusion around performance and updated rules. This option is also
configurable.

Use rule performance visualization to help you monitor any expensive rules and ensure that they do not
cause future performance issues. Sort rules by their performance metrics and identify the more expensive
rules. When you review the rules, you can adjust the tests to optimize each rule, and reduce the load on
the system.When rules run efficiently, the workload on the system can decrease. Over time, this efficiency
helps JSA avoid any performance degradations around rules, which cause rules to bypass rule correlation.
Bypassing rule correlationmeans that potential suspect activity might not trigger a notification, potentially
missing future security-related issues.
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To learn more about visualization of rules performance, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide and
Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

More template options for offense reports

In JSA 7.3.2, you can choose extra options when you create offense reports. These new options give you
more visibility into the offenses that are in the report.

You can choose to include modified offenses and the full name of the offense in your report.

NOTE: You can generate JSA reports in PDF, HTML, XML, and XLS formats. Generating reports
in RTF format is no longer supported in JSA 7.3.2.

To learn more about offense reports, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

Improved management of backup files

Backup files are now detected and flagged in JSA. If your external storage becomes unavailable for a period,
the risk of inadvertently deleting backup files is reduced.

Previously, when you backed up JSA files to an external file system, an issuewith the external mountmight
cause files to become unavailable. If this issue occurred, references to the files were removed from the
database. If the file system connection was later restored, JSA flagged the returned backup files as invalid.
These files were not automatically deleted, and could be inserted into the system by using the upload
feature or inbound directory.

Now, the backups that are listed on the Backup and Recovery page are flagged as missing if they are not
found. If files were intentionally deleted by a JSA administrator, they can remove backups that are listed
on the Backup and Recovery page.

For example, you might have an external file mount set up that stores your backup files. A failure of the
mount causes the mount to disconnect, and JSA can no longer detect the backup files. On the Backup and
Recovery page, the backups in the table display a warning to notify you that they are missing.

You can delete any of the backup entries in the table. Also, you canwait for the external mount connection
to be restored. After the restoration and a page refresh, JSA rediscovers the backup files and removes the
warnings on the Backup and Recovery page.

To learn more about backup files, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.
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Rules and custom properties removed when content extensions are uninstalled

When you uninstall a content extension, any rules and custom properties that were installed by the content
extension are removed or reverted to their previous state.

Previously, when a content extension was uninstalled, only applications were removed with it. Rules and
custom properties were left behind and might have impacted performance.

If you want to remove a content extension that is not useful or is adversely impacting the system, click
Uninstall. JSA 7.3.2 checks which applications, rules, and custom properties were installed by the content
extension that can be removed. Some content might not be able to be removed because it was edited
since the installation, or because another content item depends on it. If any content cannot be removed,
you are prompted to decide how to proceed.

To learn more about content extensions, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Workflow Enhancements in JSA

Improvements to workflow in JSA for 7.3.2 decrease the amount of time that you spend running your
processes. Some new features include saved searches and automatic detection for log sources.

Easy monitoring with consolidated audit events

By default, each expired reference data element is logged as a separate audit event when it’s removed
from the reference set. Large numbers of expired elements can clutter the qradar.log file.

In JSA 7.3.2, you can log expired reference data elements that are removed at the same time as one audit
event, or choose not to log them at all. Fewer audit events make it easier to monitor other important
changes that are made to JSA.

To learn more about reference set options, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Enhanced support for autodetection of custom log source types

You can enable and disable log source autodetection for log source types in the DSM Editor, and tune
how autodetection works. These enhancements also apply to custom log source types.

If you create a custom log source type that has many instances in your network, turn on autodetection in
the Configuration tab of the DSM Editor. By enabling autodetection, you do not need to manually create
a log source for each instance.

In JSA 7.3.2, upgrades from previous versions enable global configuration settings. The global settings are
taken from the TrafficAnalysisConfig.xml file in /opt/qradar/conf/ on the JSA Console, so if this file has
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been customized before upgrading to 7.3.2, those customizations are not lost, but if different customizations
exist on other managed hosts in the deployment, those will not be carried over to the global settings. You
can still enable per-event processor autodetection settings by using the configuration file method.

If you choose to revert to the file-based (non-global) settings, you can configure only autodetection by
using the config file. The DSM Editor and REST API work only with global settings. Migrate any custom
autodetection configuration to global settings and to the DSM Editor.

In JSA 7.3.2, you can also tune the autodetection engine to prevent autodetection from incorrectly detecting
a log source as a wrong type. This happens when the events from a log source type for which there is no
DSM are similar enough to the events of another log source type for which there is a DSM, and that DSM
incorrectly recognizes the events as its own. The autodetection engine creates a log source that is not of
the correct type. To ensure effective configuration, you can increase the minimum number of events that
are needed for autodetection, or increase the successful parsing percentage.

To learn more about the DSM Editor, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Manage multiple log sources simultaneously

It is now faster and easier to edit log sources in bulk with the new ability to build scripts, tools, or apps to
add, edit, or delete log sources in bulk.

For example, as a JSA administrator, you might want to add 100 new log sources without using
autodetection. In JSA 7.3.2, you can now write a script, or define a single REST API request to add all of
them at the same time.

To learn more about REST APIs, see the Juniper Secure Analytics API Guide.

More comprehensive monitoring with audit events for new offenses

When an offense is created, it triggers an audit event with QID 28250369, which can be used by JSA
searches, filters, and rule test conditions.

For example, you can schedule a daily report showing offenses that were created in the last 24 hours.

To learn more about logged actions, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Saved search enhancements

In JSA 7.3.2, you can convert a saved search to an AQL string, and modify the string to create your own
searches to quickly find the data you want.

Now you can create searches faster than by typing the search criteria. You can also save the search for
future use. From the Log Activity orNetwork Activity tab, select a saved search and click Show AQL. JSA
converts the saved search to an AQL string. Use this AQL string to create your own searches.
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Also, you can now run a saved search by using the ID of the search. Previously, you ran a saved search
only with an AQL query.

To learn more about saved search enhancements, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

Enhanced support for VLAN information in network activity flow records

JSA 7.3.2 retains Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) information that is exported in external flow records
(IPFIX, NetFlow V9, sFlow V5, or J-Flow V9 or viewed in internal flows (Napatech and Network Interface
Card). Users can then query, filter, search, or write custom rules with this VLAN information.

All flows with VLAN information contain two new Juniper-specific fields that can be used to define unique
domains in JSA:

• Enterprise VLAN ID

• Customer VLAN ID

For example, a UDP flow is sent from 10.0.0.1:123 to 10.0.0.2:456 on VLAN 10. Another UDP flow is
sent from10.0.0.1:123 to 10.0.0.2:456 onVLAN20. Previously, flowswere incorrectly aggregated together,
resulting in a loss of information. In JSA 7.3.2, the unique identifier for each flow includes the nested VLAN
fields (including post fields). The flows are treated independently, each with their own VLAN definition.

To learn more about VLAN information in network activity flow records, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
User Guide.

Assign domains to flows with VLAN information

Domainmanagement in JSA is enhanced for flowswith VLAN information.With domain support for VLAN
flows, you can define your domains in JSA based on the VLAN information in your network.

In JSA 7.3.2, you can assign domains to incoming flows based on the VLAN information that is contained
in the flow. The incoming flows are mapped to domains that contain the same VLAN definition. You can
also filter and query the domains for the VLAN-based domain.

As in previous versions, you can assign tenants to domain definitions to achieve multi-tenancy. In JSA
7.3.2, the new VLAN-based domain definitions enable multi-tenancy across different VLANs, if required.

For example, two domain definitions are created and mapped to two network tenants:

• For tenant ABC, traffic is sent on Enterprise VLAN ID = 0, and Customer VLAN ID = 10.

• For tenant DEF, traffic is sent on Enterprise VLAN ID = 0, and Customer VLAN ID = 20.

The first domain definition is created for tenant ABC, which contains a flow VLAN definition of Enterprise
VLAN ID = 0 and customer VLAN ID = 10.
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A second domain definition is created for tenant DEF, which contains a flow VLAN definition of Enterprise
VLAN ID = 0 and customer VLAN ID = 20.

Now, incoming flows with Enterprise VLAN ID and Customer VLAN ID fields set to 0 and 10 are viewed
only by tenant ABC. Similarly, incoming flows with Enterprise VLAN ID and Customer VLAN ID fields of
0 and 20 are only viewed by tenant DEF. This reflects the traffic ownership for each tenant in the network.

To learn more about assigning domains to flows with VLAN information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Enhanced visibility into MPLS flows received from IPFIX data

Internet Protocol Flow Information Export (IPFIX) is a common protocol that allows exporting of flow
information from network devices. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a routing technique that runs
on any protocol.

With MPLS support for IPFIX flow records in flow processor, you can filter and search for IPFIX flows in
JSA 7.3.2 that contains MPLS fields and write rules based on the values of these MPLS fields. In JSA 7.3.2,
MPLS information about the IPFIX flow is no longer lost.

For example, an IPFIX flow is exported from a switch on a network that uses MPLS. The IPFIX flow that
is exported from the router contains information about the MPLS stack, which is now saved as part of the
flow in JSA. The MPLS stack can contain up to 10 layers where each layer shows information about the
flow routing. These MPLS fields are included in rules, searches, and filters.

To learn more about enhanced visibility into MPLS flows received from IPFIX data, see the Juniper Secure
Analytics User Guide.

Security Enhancements

Stronger security capabilities in JSA 7.3.2 include upgrades to the Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating
system and the ability to monitor unauthorized log-in attempts to your account.

Data obfuscation configured per domain or tenant

In JSA 7.3.2, you can configure obfuscation for each domain or tenant.

Data obfuscation prevents unauthorized access to sensitive or personal identifiable information that is
stored in JSA.

Previously, obfuscation was not configured for a log source type per domain or tenant. The work-around
was to configure obfuscation for each individual log source, which became impractical if you had many
log sources.
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To learn more about creating data obfuscation expressions, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration
Guide.

Detection of unauthorized access to user accounts

The login history shows you the past successful and failed login attempts to your user account.

Previously, this information was available only to administrators or users who had access to the audit logs
and queries.

When you log in, you can view the history of login attempts that are made with your user name. You can
also view the number of failed attempts since your last successful login and the IP addresses where the
attempts were made.

To learn more about detection of unauthorized access to user accounts, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

More secure operating system

JSA 7.3.2 runs on Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 7.5. The update to RHEL V7.5 is necessary to continue
receiving security updates from Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

Single sign-on authentication with SAML 2.0

7.3.2 includes support for the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 2.0 single sign-on format.

By using the SAML authentication feature, you can easily integrate JSAwith your corporate identity server
to provide single sign-on. SAML eliminates the need to maintain local users for JSA.

With SAML single sign-on authentication, users who are authenticated to your identity server can
automatically authenticate to JSA. These users don't need to remember separate passwords or type in
credentials every time they access JSA.

To learn more about SAML in JSA, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Support added for multi-domain Microsoft Active Directory authentication

In JSA 7.3.2, you can now use multiple Active Directory IDs, which requires a change in login credential
format. Previously, you logged in with your userid, but starting with 7.3.2, you use the Domain\user or
Repository_ID\user login formats.

The Repository ID is an identifier or alias that uniquely represents the server that is entered in the Server
URL field and the domain from theDomain field. Use the Repository ID when you enter your login details.
For example, youmight use AD_1 to represent server_A on Domain_A in one Active Directory Repository,
and AD_2 to represent server_B on Domain_A in your second repository.
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Users can log in by using the Domain\user or Repository_ID\user login formats. The login request that
uses Repository_ID\user is attempted on a specific server that is linked to a specific domain. For example,
Server A on Domain A, which is more specific than the Domain\user login request format.

The login request that uses theDomain\user format is attempted on servers that are linked to the specified
domain until a successful login is achieved. For example, there might be more that one server on a specific
domain.

NOTE: For Active Directory user authentication, you must create a local JSA user account in
Active Directory authentication mode that is the same as the Active Directory (AD) account on
the authentication server.

To learn more about configuring multi-domain Active Directory IDs, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Easier to Manage and Customize JSA

In JSA 7.3.2, you can now customize whether you have administration settings on a tab and manage users
and user preferences with greater precision.

New managed host for apps

JSA 7.3.2 introduces the App Host, which is designed specifically to store and manage your applications.
By using the new App Host in your JSA deployment, you can manage the appliance in the same way as
other managed hosts. As an added benefit, JSA manages all updates to the operating system, and you can
include the App Host in your high-availability deployments. You no longer have to upgrade the App Node
separately from your managed hosts because JSA is now managing it for you.

Earlier versions of JSA used an external App Node to provide extra storage, memory, and CPU resources
for JSA applications. The App Host replaces the App Node.

To learn more about App Hosts, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Convenient access to admin settings

In JSA 7.3.2, you can mark the admin settings as a favorite. When a navigation menu item is marked as a
favorite, you can conveniently access the item from JSA as a tab.
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Enhanced management of users and user preferences

Enhancements to the User Management and User Preference pages help you to better manage JSA users
and help JSA users to easily edit their preferences.

Use the new User Management pages to create and update user accounts. In the new User Preference
page, users can update their account information, including changing their password.

Improved filtering enables faster searches of user data.

This new ability also adds an option to allow system authentication fallback. This option is configured on
a per-user basis. Previously, this option was available only to administrators.

To learnmore about enhancedmanagement of users and user preferences, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Enhanced Users API

The Users API supports apps and external integrations to manage users in JSA by using a REST API. App
developers and developers of external integrations with JSA can use a REST API to automate the creation
of users. The REST API is a documented and supportedmethod of allowing external integrations tomanage
users.

This API also adds the allow_system_authentication_fallback option. This option is configurable on a
per-user basis. Previously, this ability was available only to administrators.

To learn more about REST APIs, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

New health check framework

DrQ is an extensible health check framework for JSA. Run DrQ before major events, such as upgrades, to
determine whether there are any issues that need to be addressed first. You can also run DrQ routinely
to monitor the health of your system.

To learnmore about health checks, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Troubleshooting and SystemNotifications
Guide.

JSA Risk Manager

JSA Risk Manager 7.3.2. introduces Network Links.
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Networks Links

Add a Network Link to your topology diagram to represent network hardware that JSA RiskManager can't
model in the standard way. A Network Link connects your core network to network branches that are not
directly connected to your network or that you don't control directly. For example, you can create a
Network Link topology entry to represent a Multiprotocol Label Switching [MPLS] backbone that is
controlled by your network service provider.

To learn more about connecting your core network to network branches, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Risk manager User Guide.
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What’s New in JSA 7.3.1

JSA 7.3.1 family of products includes new navigation features, tighter IPv6 integration, more health metrics
data for diagnosing issues, and more.

JSA

JSA 7.3.1 family of products includes enhancements to its core capabilities, RESTful APIs, and the Ariel
Query Language (AQL).

Improve Performance and Uptime in JSA

These are new features that improve the performance and uptime capabilities of JSA in 7.3.1.

Continuous collection of events during minor patch updates

You can expect fewer disruptions in event collection when you apply future patches to JSA 7.3.1 or later.
Minor patches that do not require the system to restart will not restart the event collection service.

Event collection continues when you install or update a protocol RPM

Before JSA 7.3.1, installing or updating a protocol RPM required a full deployment, which caused event
collection to stop for several minutes for all installed protocols.

Now, protocols are loaded dynamically when you deploy the changes. Only those protocols that were
updated experience a brief outage (in seconds).

Identifying flow direction reversal

As you're viewing a flow in the JSA Console, you might want to know whether JSA modified the flow
direction, and whether any processing occurred. This algorithm provides information on how the traffic
originally appeared on the network and which traffic features caused it to be reversed, if at all.

When the Flow Processor detects flows, it checks some of the flow properties before it acts. In some
cases, the communication or flows between devices is bidirectional (the client communicates with the
server and the server responds to the client). In this scenario, both the client and the server operate as
though they are the source and the other is the destination. In reality, JSA normalizes the communication,
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and all flows between these two entities then follow the same convention: "destination" always refers to
the server, and "source" always refers to the client.

For more information, see Identifying whether a flow's direction was reversed in the Juniper Secure Analytics
User Guide.

Log Source Extensions can extract values events in JSON format by key reference

Log Source Extensions can now extract values by using the JsonKeypath.

For an event data in a nested JSON format, a valid JSON expression is in the form /"<name of top-level
field>”/"<name of sub-level field_1>”..../"<name of sub-level field_n>”

The following two examples show how to extract data from a JSON record:

• Simple case of an event for a flat JSON record: {"action": "login", "user": "John Doe"}

To extract the 'user' field, use this expression: /"user".

• Complex case of an event for a JSON recordwith nested objects: { "action": "login", "user": { "first_name":
"John", "last_name": "Doe" } }

To extract just the 'last_name' value from the 'user' subobject, use this expression: /"user"/"last_name".

More health metrics data

JSA collects up to 60x more health metrics data than before, making it easier for administrators to monitor
their deployment and diagnose issues when they occur. You can visualize the new health metrics by using
the JSA Deployment Intelligence app, which is available from the IBM Security App Exchange.

The JSADeployment Intelligence app replaces the SystemHealth information that was previously available
on the Admin tab.

The additional health metrics data increases the size of the JSA log files and the disk storage requirements
for the data. Administrators who require more control over the disk storage that is required for the
accumulated health data can create a retention bucket that uses Log Source Type = HealthMetrics as the
criteria.

New JSA Data Store offering

A new offering, JSA Data Store, normalizes and stores both security and operational log data for future
analysis and review. The offering supports the storage of an unlimited number of logs without counting
against your organization’s Events Per Second JSA license, and enables your organization to build custom
apps and reports based on this stored data to gain deeper insights into your IT environments.

Enhancements to the routing rules in JSA 7.3.1 require a license for JSA Data Store. After the license is
applied and the routing rule enhancement is selected, events that match the routing rule will be stored to
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disk and will be available to view and for searches. The events bypass the custom rule engine and no
real-time correlation or analytics occur. The events can't contribute to offenses and are ignored when
historical correlation runs. Some apps will also ignore these events.

For more information about configuring routing rules to forward data, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Reduced downtime for event collection services

In earlier versions, deploying changes to your JSA system sometimes resulted in gaps in data collection
while the hostcontext service restarted. To minimize these interruptions, the event collection service is
nowmanaged separately from other JSA services. The new event collection service, ecs-ec-ingress, listens
on port 7787.

With the new separation of services, the event collection service does not automatically restart each time
that you deploy changes. The service restarts only when the deployed changes impact the event collection
service directly.

This enhancement significantly reduces interruptions in collecting data, and makes it easier for you to
comply with your organization's data collection targets.

For more information, seeMaking changes in your JSA environment in the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Improve workflow in JSA

These are new features that improve the workflow capabilities of JSA in 7.3.1.

Ability to restart only the event collection service

From the JSA product interface, you can restart the event collection service on all managed hosts in your
deployment.

This new capability is useful when youwant to restart the event collection service without impacting other
JSA services. For example, after you restore a configuration backup, you can defer restarting the service
to a time that is convenient for you.

For more information about restarting the event collection service, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.
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Configuring auto property discovery for log source types and a new Configuration tab in DSM
Editor

You can configure the automatic discovery of new properties for a log source type. By default, the Auto
Property Discovery option for a log source type is disabled. When you enable the option on the new
Configuration tab of the DSM Editor, new properties are automatically generated. The new properties
capture all the fields that are present in the events that are received by the selected log source type. The
newly discovered properties become available in the Properties tab of the DSM Editor.

For more information about using the DSM Editor, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Identifying how application fields are set for flows

As you're viewing a flow in the JSA Console, you might want to know whether JSA modified the flow
application name, and whether any processing occurred. You can use this information to gain insight into
which algorithm classified the application, and to ensure that algorithms are extracting flow features
correctly.

As you're viewing a flow in the JSA Console, you might want to know whether JSA modified the flow
application name, and whether any processing occurred. You can use this information to gain insight into
which algorithm classified the application, and to ensure that algorithms are extracting flow features
correctly.

For more information, see Identifying how application fields are set for a flow in the Juniper Secure Analytics
User Guide.

IPv6 support

JSA uses the network hierarchy objects and groups to view network activity andmonitor groups or services
in your network. The network hierarchy can be defined by a range of IP addresses in IPv6 as well as IPv4
format. In addition to Network Hierarchy, OffenseManager used to only support IPv6 indexing but it now
updates and displays all the appropriate fields for an offense with IPv6 data.

For more information about setting password rules, see the IPv6 addressing in JSA deployments topic in the
Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Two new preinstalled apps in JSA 7.3.1

App Authorization Manager

The App AuthorizationManager app provides improved security for app authorization tokens. Users who
have the appropriate permissions can delete authorization tokens, or change the assigned user level
authorization.

QRadar Assistant App
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The QRadar Assistant App provides the following functionality on the Dashboard tab:

• Recommended apps and content extensions that are based on your configured preferences.

• JSA Help Center dashboard widget to help you access helpful information about JSA.

• Content update status is highlighted, and then users can download updates from within JSA.

Strengthen Security in JSA

These are new features that strengthen the security capabilities of JSA in 7.3.1.

Improved security with new password policy

When using local JSA authentication, you can enforce minimum password length and complexity, and
control password expiry and reuse. The rules that you set are enforced for administrative and
non-administrative users.

For more information about setting password rules, see the Configuring system authentication topic in the
Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Log source auto-detection configuration

Before JSA 7.3.1, log source auto-detection configuration was controlled by a configuration file that was
edited manually on each event processor managed host.

As of JSA 7.3.1, global configuration settings are now available. You can use the JSARESTAPI or a command
line script to enable and disable which log source types are auto-detected. If you use a smaller number of
log source types, you can configurewhich log sources are auto-detected to improve the speed of detection.
Log source auto-detection configuration also helps to improve the accuracy of detecting devices that share
a common format, and can improve pipeline performance by avoiding the creation of incorrectly detected
devices.

NOTE: You can still enable per-event processor auto-detection settings by using the configuration
file method. You canmanage themethod that is used on each event processor inAdmin > System
& License Management > Component Management. Upgrades from previous versions do not
enable global settings, and retain the use of the local configuration files. Fresh installations of
JSA 7.3.1 enable the global auto-detection settings option.
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Monitor successful login events by running reports in JSA

Easily monitor successful login events for the time period that you configure by running the Weekly
Successful Login Events report template on the JSA Reports tab.

For more information about creating and managing reports, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

Protect your JSA instance with strong passwords

When you enable the policy, system authentication passwords must contain a minimum number of
characters and optionally must also contain at least 3 of the following attributes: uppercase characters,
lowercase characters, special characters, numbers. Users are prompted to change their password if they
log in with a password that does not meet the requirements.

The password policy settings apply to administrative and non-administrative user passwords that are
managed by JSA (system authentication). These settings do not apply to passwords that are managed by
another authentication provider (external authentication) or root passwords.

For more information about configuring system authentication, see the User Management chapter in the
Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Improve User Experience in JSA

These are new features that improve the user experience in JSA for 7.3.1.

Browser-based system notifications

JSA now uses your browser notification settings to display system notifications. With this enhancement,
you can continue tomonitor the status and health of your JSA deployment evenwhen JSA is not the active
browser window. To show system notifications on your screen, you must configure your browser to allow
notifications from JSA.

Browser notifications are supported forMozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, andMicrosoft Edge 10.Microsoft
Internet Explorer does not support browser-based notifications. Notifications in Internet Explorer now
appear in a restyled JSA notification window.

Formore information, see the Systemnotifications topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics AdministrationGuide.
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Create an alias for the User Base DN (distinguished name) that is used for LDAP authentication

When you enter your user name on the login page, the Repository ID acts as an alias for the User Base
DN (distinguished name). This use of an alias omits the need for typing a long distinguished name that
might be hard to remember.

Formore information about configuring LDAP authentication, see the Juniper SecureAnalytics Administration
Guide.

Edit or create a login message that is displayed to users in JSA

Provide users with important information before they log in to JSA. If needed, you can force users to
consent to the login message terms before they can log in.

For more information about creating and editing login messages, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

New slide-out navigation menu with favorite tabs

As the number of apps that are installed in your deployment grows, so does the number of visible tabs.
The new slide-out navigation menu makes it easier for you to find the apps that you use the most by
managing which tabs are visible in JSA.

When you upgrade to JSA 7.3.1, all JSA tabs are available from the slide-out menu ( ). Each menu item is
marked as a favorite, which also makes it available as a tab. You can control which tabs are visible by
selecting or clearing the star next to the menu item.

To access the settings that were on the Admin tab in earlier JSA versions, click Admin at the bottom of
the slide-out navigation menu.

Ariel Query Language (AQL)

JSA introduces new AQL functions and enhancements.

AQL-based custom properties

With AQL-based custom event or custom flow properties, you can use an AQL expression to extract data
from the event or flow payload that JSA does not typically normalize and display.

For example, you can create an AQL-based property when you want to combine multiple extraction and
calculation-based properties, such as URLs, virus names, or secondary user names, into a single property.
You can use the new property in custom rules, searches, reports, or you can use it for indexing offenses.
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To learn more about creating and using custom properties, see the Juniper Secure Analytics User Guide.

Enhanced support for the AQL subquery

In JSA 2014.8 and 7.3.0, the subquery was accessible only by using API.

The subquery is now available for use in searches from the Log Activity or Network Activity tabs.

For more information, see the AQL subquery topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query LanguageGuide.

Enhanced support for the SESSION BY clause

In JSA 7.3.0 the SESSION BY clause was accessible only by using API.

The SESSION BY clause is now available for use in searches in JSA.

For more information, see the Grouping related events into sessions topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel
Query Language Guide.

Filter your search by using the ARIELSERVERS4EPID function with the PARAMETERS
REMOTESERVERSorPARAMETERSEXCLUDESERVERS to specify Event Processors by ID and
their Ariel servers.

You can use the ARIELSERVERS4EPID functionwith PARAMETERSREMOTESERVERS and PARAMETERS
EXCLUDESERVERS to specify Ariel servers that you want to include or exclude from your search.

You can also use the following query to list Ariel servers by Event Processor ID.

SELECT processorid, ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME(PROCESSORNAME(processorid)) from events.

Returns Ariel servers that are associated with an Event Processor that is identified by ID.

Here's an example of the output for the query, which shows the ID of the processor and the servers for
that processor:

22 localhost:32011,172.16.158.95:32006

For more information, see the AQL data retrieval functions topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query
Language Guide.

In an AQL query, you can specify Ariel servers that are connected to a named Event Processor
by using the ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME function.

Use the ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME function with PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS or PARAMETERS
EXCLUDESERVERS to specify Ariel servers that you want to include or exclude from your search.
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You can also use the following query to list Ariel servers by Event Processor name.

SELECT PROCESSORNAME(processorid), ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME(PROCESSORNAME(processorid))
from events

Here's an example of the output for the query, which shows the name of the processor and the servers:

eventprocessorABC localhost:32011,172.16.158.95:32006

For more information, see the AQL data retrieval functions topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query
Language Guide.

PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS now includes the option to select servers in your search by
specifying the ID or name of Event Processors

By using the ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME function with PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS, you can specify
an Event Processor by name in an AQL query; for example,

PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME(’eventprocessor0’, ’eventprocessor104’)

By using the ARIELSERVERS4EPID function with PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS; you can specify an
Event Processor by ID in an AQL query, for example,

PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPID(102)

By specifying an Event Processor, or servers that are connected to that Event Processor, you can run AQL
queries faster and more efficiently.

When you have multiple servers in your organization and you know where the data that you're looking
for is saved, you can fine-tune the search to just the servers, clusters, or specific servers on Event Processors.

In the following example, you search only the servers that are connected to 'eventprocessor104'.

SELECT processorid,PROCESSORNAME(processorid),

LOGSOURCENAME(logsourceid)

FROM events

GROUP BY logsourceid

PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME (’eventprocessor104’)

You can significantly reduce the load on your servers, run the query regularly, and get your results faster
when you filter your query to search fewer servers.

For more information, see the AQL data retrieval functions topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query
Language Guide.
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PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS excludes servers from your AQL search

Avoid having to search all AQL servers by using PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS to exclude specific
servers:

• IP address; for example,PARAMETERSEXCLUDESERVERS=’172.16.123.246:32006,172.31.22.31:32006’

• Event Processor name; for example, PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME
(’<eventprocessor_name>’)

• Event Processor ID; for example, PARAMETERS
EXCLUDESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPID(<processor_ID>)

Searching only the servers that have the data that you require speeds up searches and uses less server
resources.

Refine your query to exclude the servers that don't have the data that you're searching for. In the following
example, you exclude servers that are connected to 'eventprocessorABC':

SELECT processorid,PROCESSORNAME(processorid),

LOGSOURCENAME(logsourceid)

FROM events

GROUP BY logsourceid

PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME (’eventprocessorABC’)

If you refine multiple queries by using PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS, you can reduce the load on
your servers and get your results faster.

For more information, see the AQL data retrieval functions topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query
Language Guide.

PARSETIMESTAMP function parses the text representation of date and time and converts it
to UNIX epoch time

Do time-based calculations easily in AQL when you convert time in text format to epoch time.

Include time-based calculations in your AQL queries and use the time-based criteria that you specify to
return events that helps to enhance the security of your organization by making it easier to monitor user
activity. For example, you might want to find out that the difference between user logout and re-login
times is less than 30 minutes. If this timing seems suspicious, you can investigate further.

For more information, see the AQL data calculation and formatting functions topic in the Juniper Secure
Analytics Ariel Query Language Guide.
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Retrieve information about the location and distance of IP addresses

Use geographical data that is provided by MaxMind to find information about the location and distance
between IP addresses in JSA.

The GEO::LOOKUP AQL function returns location data for a selected IP address.

The GEO::DISTANCE AQL function returns the distance, in kilometers, of two IP addresses.

Easily recognize the geographical origin of your data by organizing your data by location such as city or
country instead of by IP address, and use the distance between IP addresses to evaluate the relative
distance between your JSA locations.

For more information, see the AQL data retrieval functions topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query
Language Guide.

Specify the Event Processor ID in an AQL query by using the ARIELSERVERS4EPID function
with PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS or PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS

In an AQL query, you can include or exclude servers connected to an Event Processor by using the
ARIELSERVERS4EPID function to specify the ID of an Event Processor in the query.

For example, include servers on the Event Processor that has the ID 101, PARAMETERS
REMOTESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPID(101)

For example, exclude servers on the Event Processor that has the ID 102, PARAMETERS
EXCLUDESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPID(102)

For more information, see the AQL data retrieval functions topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query
Language Guide.

Specify the Event Processor name in an AQL query by using the ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME
function with PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS or PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS

In an AQL query, you can include or exclude the servers that are connected to an Event Processor by using
the ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME function to name an Event Processor in the query. For example, use the
ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME functionwith PARAMETERSREMOTESERVERS to include eventprocessor_ABC
in the query.

PARAMETERS REMOTESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME(’eventprocessor_ABC’)

For example, you might want the search to exclude all servers on a named Event Processor by using the
ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME function with PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS. In the following example
eventprocessor_XYZ is excluded in the query.

PARAMETERS EXCLUDESERVERS=ARIELSERVERS4EPNAME (’eventprocessor_XYZ’)
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For more information, see the AQL data retrieval functions topic in the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query
Language Guide.

Use the COMPONENTID function to retrieve the ID for any named JSA component and return
data for that component.

For example, you can retrieve events for a named Event Processor. In the following example you retrieve
events from eventprocessor0:

SELECT * from events where processorid = COMPONENTID(’eventprocessor0’)

JSA Vulnerability Manager and JSA Risk Manager

JSA Vulnerability Manager 7.3.1 introduces custom risks and enhanced support for CIS benchmarks. JSA
RiskManager 7.3.1migrates features fromConfiguration SourceManagement to the ConfigurationMonitor
and improves topology searches and views.

JSA Vulnerability Manager Custom Risk classification

Classify vulnerabilities with Custom Risk to prioritize the vulnerabilities that pose most risk to your
enterprise. Override a vulnerability's risk with your own risk classification based on individual requirements,
and add comments to describe why you are changing the classification. For example, if a new internal
policy requires all assets to disable SMBv1, you can raise the risk to Critical for all SMBv1 required
vulnerabilities.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Vulnerability Manager User Guide.

JSA Risk Manager migration from Configuration Source Management to
Configuration Monitor

Several features are migrated from Configuration Source Management to Configuration Monitor: add a
new device, delete a device, back up a device, and discover devices in the Configuration Monitor. This
migration is in preparation for when Google Chrome removes full support for Adobe Flash, and is the first
stage in the removal of Flash dependency from JSA Risk Manager.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Risk Manager User Guide.
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Improved JSA Risk Manager topology searches and views

Each topology search opens a tabbed view, and results are cached for improved topology retrieval, resulting
in faster processing time.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Risk Manager User Guide.

Manager User Guide. Enhanced

Added CIS Benchmarks profile support for the following platforms:

• Windows 2012 R2

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7

• Solaris 10

• Solaris 11

• Solaris 11.1

• Solaris 11.2

• Ubuntu Linux 14

• Ubuntu Linux 15

• CentOS Linux 6

• CentOS Linux 7
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What’s New in JSA 7.3.0

JSA family of products includes new search analytics, simplified migration of deployed hosts and reduced
time to deployment, improved performance, a more secure platform, and more.

JSA

JSA 7.3.0 family of products includes new search analytics, simplifiedmigration of deployed hosts, reduced
time to deployment, improved performance, a more secure platform, and more.

Improve Performance and Uptime in JSA

These features improve performance and up time in JSA in 7.3.0.

Reduced downtime when applying software fixes to High Availability Event Collectors

When you apply a software fix to a High Availability pair of Event Collectors, new clustering technology
is used that reduces downtime. This clustering technology minimizes the impact to the data collection
process.

Master Console and Deployment Editor removed

Although Master Console isn't installed with JSA 7.3.0, you can use Master Console V0.11.0 that was
released with JSA 2014.8 to monitor a JSA 7.3.0 deployment.

For more information about installing Master Console, see the JSA Master Console Guide.

System and License Management, which doesn't rely on Java, replaces Deployment Editor.

For more information about managing your JSA deployment, see the System Management chapter in
Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Improve Workflow in JSA

These features improve work flow in JSA for 7.3.0.
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Easily distribute event and flow capacity across your deployment

Adapt to workload changes by allocating events per second (EPS) and flows per minute (FPM) to any host
in your deployment, regardless of which host the license is allocated to.

The EPS and FPM from individual licenses are now aggregated into a shared license pool. As an administrator,
you can use the new License Pool Management window to quickly see the cumulative EPS and FPM
capacity across the deployment, and to determine the best way to allocate the EPS and FPM to themanaged
hosts.

For example, you have a JSA 2014.8 distributed deployment that has two event processors, one with
7,500 EPS and the other with 15,000 EPS. When you upgrade to JSA 7.3.0, each processor maintains the
pre-upgrade EPS allocations, but the combined 22,500 EPS become part of the shared license pool. When
the data volumes for the event processors change, or when you add a managed host, you can redistribute
the EPS capacity.

For more information about managing the shared license pool, see the License Management chapter in the
Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

New API endpoints

JSA 7.3.0 introduces many new categories of API endpoints and updates to existing endpoints in the
following categories:

Analytics API endpoints

Analytics API endpoints

Custom rules

Configuration API endpoints

Hosts

License pool

Remote networks

Remote services

GUI App Framework endpoints

Named services

Staged configuration API endpoints

License pool

Remote networks
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Remote services

Service endpoints

DNS lookups

DIG lookups

WHOIS lookups

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics API Guide.

Strengthen Security in JSA

These features strengthen the security in JSA 7.3.0.

More secure operating system

JSA runs on Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 7.3, which supports logical volume manager.

Also, in RedHat Enterprise Linux version 7.3, the service command is replacedwith the systemctl command.
Administrators who use scripts to manage their JSA deployments must review and update the scripts.

For example, update scripts to replace the old command, service <service_name> start|stop|restart, with
the new command, systemctl|start|stop|restart <service_name>.

For more information about using the systemctl command, see the Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 7
documentation.

Protect your JSA instance with strong passwords

When you enable the policy, system authentication passwords must contain a minimum number of
characters and optionally must also contain at least 3 of the following attributes: uppercase characters,
lowercase characters, special characters, numbers. Users are prompted to change their password if they
log in with a password that does not meet the requirements.

The password policy settings apply to administrative and non-administrative user passwords that are
managed by JSA (system authentication). These settings do not apply to passwords that are managed by
another authentication provider (external authentication) or root passwords.

For more information about configuring system authentication, see the User Management chapter in the
Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.
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Security Technical Information Guide (STIG)

Secure your JSA installations at the level of security that is required by computer systems that operate in
US Department of Defense (DoD) computer networks. Enhance overall security in JSA by following the
instructions in the Security Technical Information Guide (STIG) to help ensure compliance.

Improve User Experience in JSA

These features improve the user experience in JSA 7.3.0.

Log source limits are removed

Improvements to the licensing model in JSA 7.3.0 now make it easier for you to manage log sources. Log
source limits are removed and you no longer need to purchase licenses for log sources.

When you upgrade to JSA 7.3.0, the previous log source limits are removed.

Formore information about JSA licenses, see the LicenseManagement chapter in the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Tenant users can create custom properties

Tenant users can create custom properties to extract or calculate important information from the event
or flow payload without assistance from aManaged Security Service Provider (MSSP) administrator. With
this capability, tenant users can view and search on data that JSA does not typically normalize and display.

As an MSSP administrator, you have write permissions to all custom properties that are created by tenant
users. To improve search performance, you can optimize a tenant's custom properties when the properties
are used frequently in rules and reports. Tenant users cannot optimize properties that they create.

For information about working with custom event and flow properties, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
User Guide.

Tenant users can create reference data collections

In JSA 2014.8, tenant users can view reference data that is created by their MSSP Administrator. Now, in
7.3.0, tenant users who have theDelegatedAdministration >ManageReferenceData user role can create
and manage their own reference data collections, without assistance from an MSSP Administrator.

With this capability, tenant users can track business data or data from external sources, and they can refer
to the data in JSA searches, filters, rule test conditions, and rule responses. For example, a reference set
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that contains the user IDs of terminated employees can be used to prevent employees from logging in to
the network.

For more information about working with reference data collections, see the Juniper Secure Analytics
Administration Guide.

Ariel Query Language (AQL)

JSA 7.3.0 introduces new AQL functions and enhancements.

Group related events for better visibility into network and user activities

Use new AQL transactional sessions, to easily track network and user activity.

You can group events that are contextually related into your own unique sessions by using AQL transactional
sequences. These sessions show you event sequences and the subsequent outcomes. For example, you
can see how long someone is logged in, or whether any unauthorized login attempts were made.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query language Guide.

Separate network addresses from host addresses to enhance the filtering capability of your
search

Use bitwise operators for AQL to mask IP addresses and to refine the IP address search criteria.

You can return all IP addresses for specific network segments or devices with specific IP addresses. You
can filter your search on any or all four octets of an IP address octet. For example, you can use the bitwise
AND operator to search for all IP addresses that match xxx.100.xxx.xxx to look at a specific set of IP
addresses. You can use the LONG function to convert your IP addresses into long integers, which can be
used in bitwise operations.

For more information, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Ariel Query language Guide.

JSA Apps

JSA 7.3.0, improve the performance of your apps by using an App Node appliance, where your apps have
access to more memory and storage space.

Customers, developers, and Business Partners use the IBM Security App Exchange to share security app
and content extensions to enhance Juniper Security products.
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Communication Between Apps for Better Threat Detection and Insights

By publishing its API, an app enables a different app to use the intelligence and value that it provides for
augmented and enhanced security.

For example, when an app that provides threat intelligence feeds publishes its API, a malware detection
engine app can use the threat intelligence feed data in its app.

Improved Processing Power for Apps

In previous releases, when you set up the GUI Application Framework, apps ran on the JSA Console and
resource restrictions affected every app that you deployed. In JSA 7.3.0, you can deploy a dedicated App
Node on your own computer hardware, to offload system resources that JSA needs to run apps.

For more information about configuring an app node, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration Guide.

Optimized Back up and Recovery Process for Applications

Application configurations can now be backed up and restored separate from the application data.

Application configurations are backed up as part of the nightly configuration backup. The configuration
backup includes apps that are installed on the JSA Console and on an App Node. You can restore the
application configuration by selecting the Installed Applications Configuration option when you restore
a backup.

Application data is backed up separate from the application configuration by using an easy-to-use script
that runs nightly. You can also use the script to restore the app data, and to configure backup times and
data retention periods.

For more information about backing up apps and app data, see the Juniper Secure Analytics Administration
Guide.

JSA Vulnerability Manager and JSA Risk Manager

JSA VulnerabilityManager 7.3.0, you can optimize the speed and accuracy at which services are discovered
on your assets.
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Manage Vulnerabilities performance improvement

SQL queries and search filters are tuned to deliver improved performance in theManage Vulnerabilities
By Instance, By Vulnerability, and ByAsset screens. The improvement is especially noticeable when there
are many assets and vulnerabilities, giving much better scalability and usability.

Performance improvements for service discovery on your assets

To improve performance and accuracy for service discovery on your assets, you can now configure
parameters, such as timeouts and retries, to suit your network speed and infrastructure.
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